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In October 1939, Albert Einstein warns President Franklin D. Roosevelt that Nazi
Germany is actively pursuing an atomic bomb and urges him to make sure that
the United States develops the bomb first. Roosevelt heeds the warning and
launches the “Manhattan Project” in June 1942.
Contributed papers presented at a seminar held at New Delhi on April 14 and 15,
1994; with special reference to the critical appraisal of aid projects in India and
Bangladesh, and pros and cons of development aid.
Stereo ReviewThe Reluctant Nerd
A guide to the sun-drenched Spanish city of Barcelona for the sophisticated
traveler offers culturally savvy advice on the city's most noteworthy restaurants,
shopping opportunities, museums, accommodations, and sightseeing locales.
Original. 15,000 first printing.
A practice test booklet which contains the most recent NYS Regents as well as a
series of full length practice tests patterned after the actual NYS Core Curriculum
for Geometry.
A stunning tribute to one of America’s most beloved icons—Audrey Hepburn. This
nonfiction picture book is an excellent choice to share during homeschooling, in
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particular for children ages 6 to 8. It’s a fun way to learn to read and as a
supplement for activity books for children. From Roman Holiday to Breakfast at
Tiffany's, when Audrey Hepburn starred in a movie, she lit up the screen. Her
unique sense of fashion, her grace, and, most important, her spirit made her
beloved by generations. But her life offscreen was even more luminous. As a little
girl growing up in Nazi-occupied Europe, she learned early on that true kindness
is the greatest measure of a person—and it was a lesson she embodied as she
became one of the first actresses to use her celebrity to shine a light on the
impoverished children of the world through her work with UNICEF.
Finding herself pregnant and jobless, investigative journalist Vivian Armstrong
Gray returns to the simple life back home in Georgia, and becomes involved in
the social life centered on her sister's ballroom dance studio. Original.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The essential guide to survival plan essentials! The key to being prepared is to have the
things you need ahead of time--before an emergency happens. During these uncertain
times, there is no such thing as being over prepared. With the huge range of potential
disasters to prepare for, it can be overwhelming trying to decide which items are best to
include in your survival plans. The Family Preparedness Buyer's Guide is an all-in-one
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guide to essential equipment that meets all basic survival needs. Applying this
information to your survival plans will ensure your loved ones will be provided with
adequate shelter, water, food and then some in a variety of emergency situations.
Inside you'll find: • Chapters arranged by survival category--survival kits; emergency
shelter, fire and clothing; lighting and power sources; hydration and water purification;
emergency food and cooking gear; multipurpose tools, first aid and hygiene; survival
knives and cutting tools; communication and navigation tools; and survival guns. • Lists
of specifications for various disaster products so you can compare across brands and
models and select the gear that is right for you • Detailed feature articles for each gear
type so you understand why the gear is essential before purchasing anything • Reviews
of specific gear and survival-related products When you are prepared, you're not just
hoping for the best, you're planning for the best possible outcome no matter what life
throws at you. Begin preparing today.
"The borders don't make any sense, there's no rule of law, no running water, you never
know when the electric's on, the last war's fucked everything, and the next war will fuck
everything else" A dark and deeply funny tale of foreign aid workers in far-flung
Tambia... Truly alternative Christmas entertainment, not for the faint hearted or
politically correct. The God Botherers was produced by The Bush Theatre in November
2003.
JDBC is the key Java technology for relational database access. Oracle is arguably the
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most widely used relational database platform in the world. In this book, Donald Bales
brings these two technologies together, and shows you how to leverage the full power
of Oracle's implementation of JDBC. You begin by learning the all-important mysteries
of establishing database connections. This can be one of the most frustrating areas for
programmers new to JDBC, and Donald covers it well with detailed information and
examples showing how to make database connections from applications, applets,
Servlets, and even from Java programs running within the database itself. Next comes
thorough coverage of JDBC's relational SQL features. You'll learn how to issue SQL
statements and get results back from the database, how to read and write data from
large, streaming data types such as BLOBs, CLOBs, and BFILEs, and you'll learn how
to interface with Oracle's other built-in programming language, PL/SQL. If you're taking
advantage of the Oracle's relatively new ability to create object tables and column
objects based on user-defined datatypes, you'll be pleased with Don's thorough
treatment of this subject. Don shows you how to use JPublisher and JDBC to work
seamlessly with Oracle database objects from within Java programs. You'll also learn
how to access nested tables and arrays using JDBC. Donald concludes the book with a
discussion of transaction management, locking, concurrency, and performance--topics
that every professional JDBC programmer must be familiar with. If you write Java
programs to run against an Oracle database, this book is a must-have.
Containing summaries of inherited cardiovascular disorders with a focus on aetiology,
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presentation and management, this handbook covers the fundamentals of molecular
biology and genetic testing, and the detailed clinical information relevant to patient
management.
The best-selling author and former Navy commando offers a no-holds-barred guide to
coping with the challenges of one's personal and professional life, sharing dynamic
leadership principles based on his Ten Commandments of Special Warfare.
Better than fireworks, this classic Beginner Book edited by Dr. Seuss celebrates all the
wonderful things that come with summer! From trips to the beach and eating
watermelon to fireworks and fishing, Alice Low and Roy McKie’s Summer will have
young readers eager for the kind of fun only warm breezes and sunny weather can
bring. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to read all
by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.
Raised with limited peer interaction, Ernestine St Bennett has difficulty interpreting social cues.
At twenty-five she's become a loner; a shy nerd immersed in her scientific studies, whose best
friend is her pet fish, Waldo.Then Ernestine meets Simon Prime, who's obviously a nerd, too!
Sympathizing with his social dysfunction, Ernie decides to help poor Simon increase his selfesteem and thus enhance his social standing. Using principles learned in her fish studies, she'll
simply turn Simon from meek to macho.What Ernestine doesn't know (but Waldo suspects) is
that Simon Prime is really ex-cop, private investigator Sam Pierce in disguise. A man who
definitely doesn't need his masculinity enhanced!
Maureen O’Reilly and her younger sister flee Ireland in hope of claiming the life promised to
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their father over twenty years before. After surviving the rigors of Ellis Island, Maureen learns
that their benefactor, Colonel Wakefield, has died. His family, refusing to own his Civil War
debt, casts her out. Alone, impoverished, and in danger of deportation, Maureen connives to
obtain employment in a prominent department store. But she soon discovers that the elegant
facade hides a secret that threatens every vulnerable woman in the city. Despite her family’s
disapproval, Olivia Wakefield determines to honor her father’s debt but can’t find Maureen.
Unexpected help comes from a local businessman, whom Olivia begins to see as more than
an ally, even as she fears the secrets he’s hiding. As women begin disappearing from the
store, Olivia rallies influential ladies in her circle to help Maureen take a stand against injustice
and fight for the lives of their growing band of sisters. But can either woman open her heart to
divine leading or the love it might bring?
A collection of the best entries in the inaugural Voiceless Writing Prize, designed to recognise
the best Australian short fiction and non-fiction that has at its heart the place of animals in the
world we have made.
This is the first collection of its kind. It presents a critical political economy of the agrarian
question in post-apartheid South Africa, informed by the results of research undertaken since
the transition from apartheid started in 1990. The articles, by well-known South African, British
and American scholars, cover a variety of topical theoretical, empirical and policy issues, firmly
rooted in an historical perspective.
How do people construct collective identity during profound societal transformations? This
volume examines the discursive construction of identity related to important national holidays
in nine countries of Central Europe and the Balkans: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
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the Czech Republic, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, and Slovakia. The chapters
focus on the decades during which these countries moved from communism towards
democracy and a market economy. This transition saw revivals of national values and a new
significance of regional and transnational ties, entangled with negotiations of national identity
that have been particularly lively in discourse concerning national holidays. The chapters apply
discourse analysis in addition to approaches from history, sociology, political science, and
anthropology. All of the analyses make use of empirical material in the Slavic languages,
including newspaper articles, interviews and other media contributions, sermons, addresses,
and speeches by members of the political elite.
While many books have addressed visual effects in Hollywood cinema, The Digitization of
Cinematic Visual Effects: Hollywood s Coming of Age, by Rama Venkatasawmy, fills an
important gap in cinematic analysis and film history by providing a periodization and technohistorical account of visual effects in Hollywood cinema."
A collection of 18 short vampire tales.

In 2004, Julie Rowe was a happy wife and mother. Then her health took a turn for the
worse. While in a weakened state, her spirit left her body and entered the Spirit World.
An ancestor named John greeted her and showed her many wonderful places there. He
also allowed her to read from the Book of Life, which showed her a panorama of the
earth's past, present, and future.Julie saw the lives of many historical figures, such as
Adam and Eve, Enoch, Noah, and Moses. She witnessed the Savior's mortal life,
including his crucifixion and resurrection. She also saw the restoration of the Church of
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Jesus Christ through the prophet Joseph Smith, and key events that have led to the
Church's growth.Then Julie was shown upcoming world events that will be both tragic
and glorious. She saw earthquakes, tsunamis, famines, plagues, and wars, but she
also witnessed how the Lord is watching over His people and is preparing places of
refuge to protect them from the coming calamities. Julie was filled with joy as she saw
the Saints establish the New Jerusalem and other Cities of Light in preparation for the
Savior's Second Coming.Prior to her return, she was told that at a future time she
would be expected to tell others about her experience. That time has come.As you read
Julies' experience, your life will be changed as you feel the Lord's love and concern for
each of us.
Your child must learn to like history and you are the key to making it happen. This book
features Europe’s Darkest Hour – a good read for the bright young minds about
medieval history. This educational material carefully selected the contents and made
the structure to suit your kids’ rather fickle and almost-full minds. See how far you can
go by getting a copy of this book.
She's gone rogue. Seraphina Newsom isn't looking for vengeance...she wants justice.
Three years ago, Sera's brother was ruthlessly gunned down by one of Brooklyn's most
dangerous mob kingpins. The investigation has stalled out, deemed "too dangerous" by
the police commissioner. So to track down the evidence she needs to take down her
brother's killer, Sera turns in her hospital scrubs, joins the NYPD, and goes undercover.
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Unsanctioned. Alone. He'll live to keep her safe. With his father behind bars, Bowen
Driscol has reluctantly taken over his family's sprawling South Brooklyn crime
operation. New York's finest have other plans. By threatening the safety of his sister,
they "convince" Bowen to extricate a rogue cop who's in over her head. But when he
meets Sera and feels that deep, damning shiver of desire course through him, Bowen
knows there's only one way to keep her safe without blowing either of their covers...by
claiming her as his own. Each book in the Crossing the Lines series is a standalone, fulllength story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Prequel Novella: His Risk to
Take Book .5: Riskier Business Book 1: Risking it All Book 2: Up In Smoke Book 3:
Boiling Point Book 4: Raw Redemption
As many as one in four children experiences problems with reading. Dyslexia, the most
common learning disability leads to well-documented negative effects on school and,
ultimately, adult success. Therefore, it is critical that school professionals provide early
and effective assessment and intervention. Identifying, Assessing, and Treating
Dyslexia at School equips practitioners with in-depth understanding of the disorder and
a wealth of practical information for meeting student needs. This volume: Reviews up-todate findings on dyslexia – causes, prevalence, and related conditions. Provides
research-based tools for identifying and addressing dyslexia. Offers a detailed
framework for case finding and screening, diagnostic and psychoeducational
assessment as well as age- and grade-appropriate intervention. Explains the roles and
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responsibilities of school psychologists when it comes to identifying students with
dyslexia. Focuses solely on dyslexia, unlike most other books on learning disabilities.
As the duties of school psychologists and related education professionals become more
complex, recognizing and providing services for students with learning disorders has
become progressively more demanding. Identifying, Assessing, and Treating Dyslexia
at School offers practitioners an accessible and easy-to-read reference that they will
use for years to come.
The Prada foundation's new Art Centre and permanent Exhibition Space is situated in a
location that includes buildings dating from 1910s belonging to one of the first Milanese
spirits manufacturing companies. Preserved in their original conditions, the seven
buildings including warehouse, laboratories, brewing silos and workers' residences
surround a large courtyard. OMA/Rem Koolhaas's project adds an exhibition building,
an auditorium and a tower to the existing structure to house selcections of works from
the collection. This project is a unique approach to the idea of the co-existence of
contemporary architecture with the regeneration of an historic area, representing the
evolution of the industrial development of Milan that continues to the present day.
Contribution of articles.
This legal thriller is the story of a very young lawyer in a small town who crosses the
mob. They send a hit man after him. Trying to break free, he sues them and a
courtroom drama ensues. Very quickly he learns you don’t sue the mob and go back to
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normal living. He is pursued relentlessly and runs west to the mountains of Arizona,
where he seeks refuge with a Navajo shepherd. He sets up his office in a cabin while
he pursues his case against the godfather. The shepherd has many lessons for
Thaddeus Murfee—lessons about surviving when all odds are against you. Together
they face the first mob soldier sent after Thaddeus. Plus…the old shepherd has a
granddaughter who attends medical school. Katy teaches him to fly-fish, and romance
blossoms. Then, he is pursued again and must abandon her in this powerful crime
fiction. Set in Chicago, Mexico, and Arizona, Thaddeus is hunted. He must battle
wealthy lawyers who seek to protect the mobsters. Thaddeus takes his case to trial with
astounding results. Beyond a Reasonable Death is a true crime thriller. There is enough
legal action to satisfy even the hungriest fan of legal fiction. Thaddeus Murfee novel
categories include: - Legal Thrillers - Crime Thrillers - Legal Suspense - Lawyer
Mysteries - Crime Fiction - Mystery Series - Romance Suspense - Courtroom Thrillers Courtroom Drama - Organized Crime - Heist Thrillers
This Book Presents A Macro-Level Discussion Of The Identify Question Of Different Types Of
Ethnic Minority Groups In Countries Like India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan And Sri
Lanka.
"My heart wandered through the world constantly seeking after my cure, but the sweet and
delicious water of life had to break through the granite of my heart." When the words of Rumi
enter your heart, something softens, breaks, and is subtly reborn. That he wrote the words
seven hundred years ago in a medieval Persian world that bears little resemblance to ours
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makes their uncanny resonance to us today just that much more remarkable. Here is a
treasury of daily wisdom from this most beloved of all the Sufi masters—both his prose and his
ecstatic poetry—that you can use to start every day for a year, or that you can dip into for
inspiration any time you need to break through the granite of your heart.
It’s the worst job in the world and only those what is born to it, what has gorrit in the blood, can
do it. Three generations of Hull men struggle with the legacies left to them by their fathers. A
powerful and moving story of fate, choices and men at work, Under the Whaleback opened at
the Royal Court Theatre in August 2002.
This book provides a comprehensive guide on validating analytical methods. Key features: Full
review of the available regulatory guidelines on validation and in particular, ICH. Sections of
the guideline, Q2(R1), have been reproduced in this book with the kind permission of the ICH
Secretariat; Thorough discussion of each of the validation characteristics (Specificity; Linearity;
Range; Accuracy; Precision; Detection Limit; Quantitation Limit; Robustness; System
Suitability) plus practical tips on how they may be studied; What to include in a validation
protocol with advice on the experimental procedure to follow and selection of appropriate
acceptance criteria; How to interpret and calculate the results of a validation study including
the use of suitable statistical calculations; A fully explained case study demonstrating how to
plan a validation study, what to include in the protocol, experiments to perform, setting
acceptance criteria, interpretation of the results and reporting the study.
Testimonials for Nice Girls Can Finish First “In Nice Girls Can Finish First, Daylle Deanna
Schwartz proves that women who are basically good-hearted can still be taken seriously in
both their business and personal lives. In fact, when used properly, kindness and consideration
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can go further than selfishness and bitchiness. Good lessons to learn and live by.” ~~Nina
Disesa, chairman of McCann Erickson New York and author of Seducing the Boys Club.
"Never underestimate the power of a woman - especially a nice one. This book is a must read
for today's world where, thankfully, nice is finally getting the respect it deserves. Mean is so
last millennium. Nice Girls Can Finish First offers brilliant tools and savvy advice for making
'nice' work for you in business and in life. Nice girls do finish first and this is their 'how-to'
manual." ~~Linda Kaplan Thaler, CEO of The Kaplan Thaler Group and bestselling author of
The Power of Nice. “Anybody can be a bitch. And effective as that might be in the short run, in
the long run (and it is a long run) it'll bring you down. It takes a woman who's smart, strong and
confident to assume the best from people and motivate them to deliver it. Daylle Deanna
Schwartz shows you how to finish first - every time.” ~~Gail Blanke, Author, Throw Out Fifty
Things, Clear the Clutter Find Your Life, life coach and motivator “Daylle Deanna Schwartz
provides many constructive techniques for being soft-spoken, friendly and considerate to
others in ways that get satisfying results. This book is for women who are fundamentally nice,
want to stay true to that and who also want to be taken seriously, earn respect and get their
needs met.” Terrie M. Williams, author of The Personal Touch: What You Really Need To
Succeed in Today's Fast-Paced Business World THE NICE GIRL'S GUIDE TO GETTING
AHEAD-WITHOUT GETTING MEAN Are you a “People Pleaser”? Do you put up with putdowns? Say yes when you're dying to say no? Sit down when you should be standing up for
yourself? Congratulations, you're a nice girl. Nothing wrong with that-unless your need to be
liked is holding you back from having the career, money, love, respect, and happiness you
deserve. This step-by-step guide from a self-described former “doormat” shows you that you
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don't have to be a demanding diva or mean girl to get what you want. There's a “nice” way to
be assertive-in business and in life. Once you learn the secret, you can: Speak up-without
shouting Say no-without sounding negative Be strong-without being aggressive Get respectwithout getting tough Ask for anything you want-and get it! Filled with subtle conversational
techniques and people-friendly pointers you can put to work immediately, Nice Girls Can Finish
First is the perfect go-to guide for women who know they deserve more out of life-but don't
want to step on other people to get to the top. This book proves you can be strong, confident,
powerful, successful-and nice too!
This is the true story of French Resistance hero, Michel Hollard, who was almost singlehandedly responsible for revealing the Nazi plan for their 'Vengeance' rocket attacks on Britain,
risking life and limb to get blueprints and photographs of the V1 and V2 sites into the hands of
the Allies.
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